MEMORANDUM

Date:     August 6, 2013
To:       Lawrence & Douglas County MPO Multimodal Studies Park and Ride Steering Committee
From:     Tom Huber & Kevin Luecke
Re:       Park and Ride WikiMap user input summary

This memo provides an overview of the user input from the Park and Ride WikiMap interactive mapping tool for Lawrence and Douglas County. WikiMaps allows users to draw specific types of points or lines on a map and then enter comments on those points or lines if they choose. Following is a breakdown of the entries received map:

- 14 points
  - 6 carpool/rideshare parking
  - 7 needs rideshare parking
  - 1 other
- 14 total entries from 11 unique users
- Comments collected from April 10 to July 17, 2013

Approximately half of the comments were about locations within the Lawrence city limits, with the other half being further afield. Because of the limited number of comments, all of the comments are listed below. Comment numbers correspond to numbered points on the attached map.

**Carpool/rideshare parking**
1. Either side of the Turnpike entrance for commuters. This area is already a parking spot for commuters.
2. This area is rapidly developing and a location on the east side of town for the K10 connector or carpool vehicle parking would be feasible in this area.
3. K10 Connector Park and Ride here but parking lot super bad and shady. Don't want to be there after dark!
4. Light rail from Lawrence to 435 & 69 with bus connections on both ends
5. I have seen a designated rideshare van parked in north lot of Checker's for several months
6. 15 passenger van that goes to Topeka daily

**Needs rideshare parking**
7. Work out something with Dillon's to condone using little-used side lots for commuter parking?
8. Another K10 stop. Street parking only, with posted signs in private lots about towing. Streets poorly lit at night and probably not the safest.
9. Have heard retirees mention this is a place to meet friends and then carpool to destinations.
10. Many people park near this highway access point for purposes of carpooling.
11. Any one corner of this intersection would be an ideal place to locate park and ride accommodations - a hawk stop can even be included to generate revenue, perhaps even a gas station.
12. My carpool group drives to Olathe on K-10, it would be great to have a rideshare parking somewhere on the east side of 23rd Street. Thanks!
13. Transportation to Lawrence and KC

The map that is attached and the specific comments that users provided will inform the final recommendations of the Park and Ride report.
WikiMaps are online interactive maps that allow users to enter routes or points on a map and add comments about their entry. This map displays points where people currently park to rideshare with other people and points where people would like to see parking areas established. Comments collected April 10 to July 17, 2013.